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“Holey, Holey, Holey” 
by 

Don Bosley 
 

What A medical team is shocked to discover that its patient has a huge hole right in 
the middle of his soul (unquestionably the worst place), and now the race is on 
to find something that can adequately fill it in time.  
Themes: Salvation, Broken, Need, Grace, Healing 

 
Who Patient- Male 

Surgeon- Male 
Resident- M/F 
Nurse- M/F 

  

 
When Present 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

*See the end of this script for prop list. 

 
Why Isaiah 55:2; Psalm 23:3; Psalm 51:12; John 6:35 
 
How Most of this piece will be at a slapstick pace. The patient will be wearing a 

hoodie. As the medical team attempts to fill “the hole” in the man’s soul, they’ll 
be shoving various items into the front pockets. 

 
Time Approximately 6 minutes 
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Lights up.  

Nurse and Resident are standing over a Patient on an operating table or gurney. They are 
checking his vital signs and the like. Surgeon enters, his hands raised as though he’s just 
scrubbed. 

Surgeon: All right, what do we got? 

Resident: Major contusion of the interior aortic cavity. Excessive bleeding. 

Nurse: Vital signs very erratic. 

Resident: Patient complaining of excruciating pain, blurred vision and general 
numbness. 

Patient: You know, I’m pretty dizzy, too … 

Surgeon: Pipe down! Nobody asked you! (To Resident) Everybody’s an expert 
these days. 

Nurse: Pulse is getting very weak, doctor. 

Surgeon: All right, let’s go in and have a look. (Hand out) Chainsaw. 

Patient: Whaaat?!! 

Surgeon: (Laughing) Kidding. Just kidding. (To Resident) I love to do that to them. 
Sorta breaks the ice a little bit, you know. All right, let’s see. (Looking at 
Patient’s abdomen) Uh-huh. Uhhh-huh. Garlic fries for lunch, I see, nice 
choice… (suddenly) Good heavens! 

Resident: What is it, doctor? 

Surgeon: This man… has a hole in him! 

Patient: I do? 

Surgeon: You do. 

Resident: He does? 

Surgeon: He does. And it’s colossal! Just look at it!  

Resident and Nurse lean in, horrified. Patient tries to twist and look at his own abdomen, 
but Surgeon roughly pushes him back down. 
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Surgeon: Trust me, Son, you don’t want to see it! It’s right… in the middle… of 
your soul! 

Patient: (Alarmed) There’s a hole in my soul?! 

Surgeon: There’s a hole… in your soul! And believe you me, that’s not nearly as 
poetic as it sounds. 

Nurse: It’s a whopper! 

Resident: What do we do? 

Surgeon: We must fill it! 

Nurse: Fill the hole? 

Resident: Fill it! 

Surgeon: Yes! The hole in his soul must be full! (Groucho Marx) And that’s no 
bull… (shouting) Anesthesia! 

Resident: Right! Prep him for the procedure! 

Surgeon: No, no… the anesthesia is the procedure.  

Surgeon sits the Patient up and hands him a martini. 

Surgeon: There! That ought to fill that hole very nicely. 

Nurse: Some people say it’s the best anesthesia out there. 

Patient: (Confused) Wait a minute. What about when it wears off? 

Surgeon: You just have some more! And then some more! You just keep pumping 
that stuff in there and, believe me, you won’t even know you have a 
hole! 

Patient: But… I think I actually want to fill the hole… right? 

Surgeon: Do you know how much that’ll cost you, man?! 

Patient: I have insurance. 

Surgeon: You have insurance. (To Nurse) He has insurance. (To Patient) Are you 
sure?! Are you sure it’s the right insurance? Do you have hole-in-your-
soul insurance, my friend? Because if you don’t…! 
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Patient: Well…  

Surgeon: Fine! (Takes martini, slams Patient back down on the table) Let’s fill the 
hole! He’s got insurance.  

Surgeon looks at Patient’s abdomen again, sizing it up by making a ‘frame’ with his 
hands. 

Resident: You know, doctor, the last physician I worked for…  

Surgeon: Quiet in the O.R.! 

Nurse: (Bellowing) Quiet in the O.R.! 

Surgeon: Now. There are several options available to us, but in this case I think I 
would recommend… (holding out hand to Nurse) music! 

Nurse: Music! 

Nurse hands Surgeon an iPod, iTunes cards, and concert tickets. Surgeon begins shoving 
them into “the hole.” 

Patient: Music?! 

Surgeon: Concert tickets, music videos, eclectically cool playlists… (scrolling iPod 
screen) You like old-school R&B? 

Resident: Doctor, you can’t fill a hole in your soul with music. 

Surgeon: People do it all the time, kid. (Peering at iPod screen) Ah, here’s the latest 
greatest thing: hip-hop country western! 

Patient: That’s not going to work! 

Surgeon: You’re telling me. Garth Brooks droppin’ a rap in saggy jeans? Euch! 

Patient: I mean it’s not going to fill the hole! 

Surgeon: Excuse me, are you the doctor here? (Pats him on the cheek) I think not. 
(Looks at his abdomen) Augh! It’s not working! 

Resident: What do we do? 

Surgeon: This is a stubborn one. (Holding out hand) Romance! 

Nurse: Romance! (Hands him a couple of roses) 
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Resident: Romance will fill the hole? 

Surgeon: So they say. 

Patient: Ouch! You stuck me with the thorns! 

Surgeon: Look, that’s the nature of romance, pal. Take your medicine and quit 
being a baby. 

Nurse: Nice work, doctor.  

Surgeon: You ain’t seen nothing yet. Career! 

Nurse: Career! (Hands him several power ties.) 

Surgeon: Hobby! 

Nurse: Hobby! (Hands him a paint brush.) 

Surgeon: Television! 

Nurse: Television! (Hands him a remote.) 

Resident: It’s going to take more than television. 

Surgeon: Fine. Internet-streaming television. 

Surgeon hands remote back to Nurse, who changes it out for another. 

Patient: I don’t feel any different. 

Resident: The hole is still there, doctor. 

Surgeon: (Aside) I suppose we could try convincing him that there’s really no hole 
in his soul at all. That sometimes works. How’s our supply of denial? 

Nurse: We have plenty, doctor. 

Surgeon: I know. We always have plenty, even when we deny it. 

Resident: (Looking at chart) Wait a minute! Doctor, his chart says that he’s terminal! 

Patient: (Sitting up) Terminal?! You mean the hole in my soul is terminal?! I’m 
dying?! I want a second opinion! 

Surgeon: Yeah, so do I! 
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Resident: I’m sorry to inform you, sir, but you’ve got sin all over the place in there.  

Patient: Sin? 

Resident: Yes, sir. Very toxic. And it’s eating away at the hole in your soul and 
making it bigger all the time. Nothing is going to fill that hole in your 
soul unless you also have that sin removed.  

Patient: Well, the sin is localized, right? 

Surgeon: You wish. (Flipping through pages and pages of the chart) Dude, 
according to this, your sin is seriously widespread. I mean, like, wow.  

Patient: Can anything be done?! 

Surgeon: (Snapping fingers) By golly, nurse! It’s time for radical therapy! (Holding 
out hand) Church! 

Nurse: Church!  

Nurse hands him a newspaper directory of churches, which Surgeon takes with tongs. 
Surgeon slams Patient back down on the table and begins to put the directory in. 

Resident: That’s a church? 

Surgeon: Church shopping network, actually. Choose your own. You never can tell 
which one is actually going to fill the hole. So you’ve got churches 
sorted by denomination, sorted by post-modern theology, sorted by 
Friday night bowling leagues, sorted by worship style… look, here’s one 
that worships in hip-hop country western! 

Nurse: Cool! And they’ve got a service starting in a half-an-hour! 

Surgeon: Well, what are we waiting for? Let’s blow this popsicle stand! (To 
Resident) Close for me, won’t you, kid? (To Patient) Congratulations, sir. 
You’re healed. No need to thank me.  

Surgeon and Nurse depart. Patient sits up. 

Patient: I’m healed? 

Resident: Uh … apparently. 

Patient: (Holding stomach) I think I feel sicker than ever. 

Resident: Um… listen. There’s this other physician I know. 
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Patient: Yeah? 

Resident: Yeah. He’s … well, pretty amazing. He’s the only one I’ve ever known 
that could truly fill the hole in a person’s soul. 

Patient: Specialist, huh? 

Resident: You could say that. 

Patient: I don’t know what good it would do. You heard the man. I’m as good as 
dead unless somebody goes in there and removes all that cancerous sin.  

Resident: Well, that’s the amazing thing about him. He can do that. 

Patient: Huh. So he says. 

Resident: No. No, I’ve seen him do it to other people. (Gesturing to audience) I’ve 
seen him take people who were terminally ill with sin and restore them 
to abundant life. I’ve seen him heal tons of addicts. Truth is, I’ve seen 
him heal just about everything, from relationships, to broken hearts, to 
children who were having rebellious seizures. I mean, these people will 
tell you. (To crowd) Won’t you? 

Anticipate crowd reaction here. 

Patient: (Pulling out tie, iPod, paint brushes, etc.) Well, what good is all of this, 
then? 

Resident: In the end, I’m afraid it might just all be various forms of anesthesia. 

Patient: (Standing) I don’t know. I can’t afford to go to a specialist, man. How 
much will it cost? 

Resident: Well, it’ll cost you everything. But everything is not as much as you 
think. You’ve got hole-in-the-soul insurance. 

Patient: I do? 

Resident:  (Beginning to steer him offstage) You do. 

Exit. 
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Props 

Exam table 
Patient’s hoodie 
Doctor’s coat 
IPod 
ITunes cards 
Concert tickets 
2 roses 
2 TV remotes 
Newspaper 
Martini 
3-4 neckties 
Artist’s paint brush 
Tongs 
Medical chart (clipboard) 
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